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• From a, b , c and d choose the correct answers :

(1)  On my father’s last trip to Italy, he was asked ................. he enjoyed it or not.

A where B when C whether D that

(2)  Ali had no sooner taken the medicine .............. he began to feel drowsy.

A when B nor C but D than

(3)  Scarcely had he sat down ..................... the doorbell rang.

A than B when C or D but

(4)  Our friend has a swimming pool, ...................... we don’t.

A however B instead of C whereas D in comparison

(5)  I am going to have my car ................. within two days by the mechanic.

A repaired B repairs C has repaired D repairing

(6)  My grandfather has his blood pressure .................. regularly.

A will check B checking C checked D had checked

(7)  I used to ......................... a little money but now I earn a lot.

A earns B earing C earn D earned

(8)  After the students their projects, they discussed it with the teacher.

A finished B had finished C finish D d) have finished

(9)  James ........ at the university for more than a year before he left for Asia.

A teaches B teaching C teach D had been teaching

(10)  It was ........................ an amazing trip that we will never forget it.

A both B such C as D so

(11)  Both Sara and Huda ......................... anxious about their exams.

A is B are C was D have

(12)  You can ......................... stay at home or come with me for shopping.

A nor B both C either D neither

(13)  I have ........................ the time nor money to start my own business.

A neither B either C or D both

(14)  The robber stole the car ......... the lady parked in the front of the supermarket .

A who B where C whose D which

(15)  Some children show signs of exceptional abilities ......... a very young age.

A about B for C at D on
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(16)  The students ................... exert a lot of efforts, get top marks.

A whose B when C where D who

(17)   ……a matter of seconds, the weather went from sunny and clear to cloudy 

and rainy.

A In B At C On D With

(18)  We spend about six hours at school ............. different subjects and values.

A learn B learning C had learnt D learns

(19)  The young athlete got 10 medals, .................... the first one in the country.

A had become B become C becoming D becomes

(20)  I am very impressed .......... your presentations which are beneficial for 

everyone.

A of B from C on D with

• From a, b and c, choose the correct answer as required :

(1)  “ I’ve seen a nice film on T.V.”  (Change into reported speech)

(a)  Merit told me that she sees a nice film on T.V.

(b)  Merit told me that she had seen a nice film on T.V.

(c)  Merit told me that she has seen a nice film on T.V.

(2)  “Is there a wireless network available in the mall?” (Reported the question)

(a)  Omar wanted to know if there is a wireless network available in the mall.

(b)  Omar wanted to know if there’ll be a wireless network available in the mall.

(c)  Omar wanted to know if there was a wireless network available in the mall.

(3)  “How can I repair this car?”  (Change into reported speech)

(a)  The old man asked Hassan how I can repair that car.

(b)  The old man asked Hassan how he could repair that car.

(c)  The old man asked Hassan how he has repaired that car.

(4)  I have seldom seen such an exciting game of football. (Begin with: Seldom)

(a)  Seldom have I seen such an exciting game of football.

(b)  Seldom did I see such an exciting game of football.

(c)  Seldom do I see such an exciting game of football.

(5)  Things are rarely as bad as you think they are going to be. (Begin with : Rarely)

(a)  Rarely things are as bad as you think they are going to be.

(b)  Rarely are things as bad as you think they are going to be.

(c)  Rarely things were as bad as you think they are going to be.
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(6)  Emily used to go shopping on Friday, …………?  (Add a tag question)

(a)  Emily used to go shopping on Friday, doesn’t she? 

(b)  Emily used to go shopping on Friday, hasn’t she?

(c)  Emily used to go shopping on Friday, didn’t she?

(7)  His English was perfect. He (study) it since he started school .  (Correct the verb)

(a)  His English was perfect. He studies it since he started school.

(b)  His English was perfect. He is studying it since he started school.

(c)  His English was perfect. He had been studying it since he started school.

(8)  The train was very fast. We got there in a short time .  (Join using: so that)

(a)  The train was so fast that we got there in a short time.

(b)  The train was very so fast we that got there in a short time.

(c)  So the train was very fast that we got there in a short time.

(9)  You have to pay the bill before leaving the restaurant.  (Make passive)

(a)  The bill will be paid before leaving the restaurant.

(b)  The bill has to be paid before leaving the restaurant.

(c)  The bill would have been paid before leaving the restaurant.

(10)  The librarian must arrange reference books on a separate shelf.  (Make passive)

(a)  Reference books must be arranged on a separate shelf.

(b)  Reference books must have arranged on a separate shelf.

(c)  Reference books must have been arranged on a separate shelf.

(11)  Mobile phones are not allowed in schools. Cameras are not allowed too .

  (Join using Neither - nor)

(a)  Neither mobile phones nor cameras is allowed in schools.

(b)  Neither mobile phones nor cameras are allowed in schools.

(c)  Neither mobile phones nor cameras are not allowed in schools.

(12)  The tomato soup was delicious. So was the mushroom soup.  (Use: as……as)

(a)  The tomato soup was as more delicious as the mushroom soup.

(b)  The tomato soup was as most delicious as the mushroom soup.

(c)  The tomato soup was as delicious as the mushroom soup.

Prepared by : Mrs . Madleen Nabil
طضائئ
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